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First of all: the purpose of this
talk is to facilitate discussions
(I am presenting a far from
complete picture).

Two papers, so far, directly on the subject:
Burkardt and Miller, Phys.Rev.D74:034015,2006
Liuti and Taneja, Phys.Rev.D70:074019,2004



To start talking, I will use a model and/or parametrization of 
GPDs that is consistent with available data on both inclusive 
and exclusive scattering

“ reggeized diquark model”,
Ahmad,Honkanen,S.L.,Taneja
Phys.Rev.D75:094003,2007
Eur.Phys.J.C63:407-421,2009

Hq(X, ζ t)= R(X, ζ t) G(X, ζ t)

“Regge” Quark-Diquark



AHLT Parameterization

v1

v2

7 + 1 (Qo) parameters 

10 + 1 (Qo) parameters

More details in AHLT, PRD 2007

ζ≠0

⇒ use v1 for DGLAP region (X > ζ )

ζ=0



Munoz Camacho et al. (2006)

 Im H from asymmetry

Note!!

Re H from x-section 

Comparison with Jlab Hall A data (proton)



〈kT
2〉 vs. x 〈r2〉=〈b2〉/(1-x)  vs. x (M. Burkardt)

〈x〉 vs.  Δ



Onset of Color Transparency requires that:

1) Interaction of the hadron in the nuclear medium is reduced
due to decreased gluon radiation from a small size color dipole
2) Small size configuration, which evolves  with time into larger 
configurations remains sufficiently small during the time it crosses
the nucleus. 

However… many corrections are possible (see M.Strikman’s talk),
in particular ISI… the in medium form factor is different from the
on-shell one 

Color Transparency



Spatial structure of quarks and gluons in nuclei

Burkardt-Soper
 impact parameter

quark's position 
in nuclei
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“If configurations with small radii exist, they can be isolated by
performing CT and/or nuclear filtering experiments”

Define filter as

This affects the GPD as HA(x,Q2) =

Transparency ratio



bmax < bGPD

bmax > bGPD

q(x,b) = A(x)exp !"(x)b[ ] α(x) (1-x)2 hard kT, small nucleon size⎨
α(x) (1-x) soft kT, large nucleon size





Unrelated…

New! Test OAM SR in Spin 1 system: Deuteron
(S. Taneja, K. Kathuria, S.L.) 

Cano and Pire PRL78 (2001) 



(Near) Future working plan for EIC 

-- Need to study more systematically interdependence
of kT, b, x

-- Very much need a systematic study of what ranges
of observables, xBj, t, Q2, are needed to extract
“b” dependence at both proton and nuclear level

-- bmax can already be extracted from existing body of
data


